Abstract. We construct a compactification of the space of circular planar electrical networks studied by Curtis-Ingerman-Morrow [CIM] and De Verdière-Gitler-Vertigan [dVGV], using cactus networks. We embed this compactification as a linear slice of the totally nonnegative Grassmannian, and relate Kenyon and Wilson's grove measurements to Postnikov's boundary measurements. Intersections of the slice with the positroid stratification leads to a class of electroid varieties, indexed by matchings. The partial order on matchings arising from electrical networks is shown to be dual to a subposet of affine Bruhat order. The analogues of matroids in this setting are certain distinguished collections of non-crossing partitions.
Introduction
A circular planar electrical network is a weighted undirected graph Γ embedded into a disk, with distinguished boundary vertices on the boundary of the disk. Each edge is thought of as a resistor, and the weight of the edge is the conductance of that resistor. The electrical properties of Γ are encoded in a response matrix Λ(Γ) : R #boundary vertices → R #boundary vertices which sends a vector of voltages at the boundary vertices, to the vector of currents induced through the same vertices. Two electrical networks are electrically-equivalent if they have the same response matrix. Circular planar electrical networks were studied thoroughly by Curtis-Ingerman-Morrow [CIM] and De Verdière-Gitler-Vertigan [dVGV] , who classified such Γ up to electrical-equivalence, and showed that the space of their response matrices decomposes into a disjoint union of cells R d >0 . In [KW] , Kenyon and Wilson studied grove measurements L σ (Γ), which count spanning subforests of Γ inducing a particular boundary partition σ. Our point of view is that the grove measurements can be used as projective coordinates on the space of electrical networks, giving a map L : Γ → (L σ (Γ)) ∈ P N Cn where P N Cn is the projective space with coordinate labeled by non-crossing partitions N C n on n objects, where n is the number of boundary vertices. A natural question is: what is the closure E n (in the Hausdorff topology) of the image in P N Cn , and does it possess a natural stratification?
Roughly speaking, a cactus network is an electrical network where some boundary vertices have been identified according to a non-crossing partition (so the boundary now looks like a cactus). We show that each point in E n is uniquely represented by an electricalequivalence class of cactus networks. The space of cactus networks has a stratification
into cells E τ labeled by the set P n of medial pairings (that is, matchings) on 2n objects. Each point L ∈ E τ has the same vanishing and non-vanishing pattern of grove coordinates L σ . In other words, the electroid
There is a well known analogy between the properties of the space of electrical networks, and spaces of totally positive matrices. We amplify this analogy by constructing an embedding ι : E n ֒→ Gr(n − 1, 2n) ≥0
of the space of electrical networks into the totally nonnegative Grassmannian of (n − 1)-planes in 2n-space, studied by Postnikov [Pos] . On the level of graphs, the map is induced by a version of the generalized Temperley's trick of Kenyon, Propp, and Wilson [KPW] , adapted to our situation. For each cactus network on n boundary vertices, we obtain a planar bipartite graph N(Γ) embedded into a disk with 2n boundary vertices. The space of electrical networks is essentially generated by the combinatorial operations of adding boundary spikes and boundary edges, studied by Curtis-Ingerman-Morrow [CIM] , and by Lam and Pylyavskyy [LP] . These operations corresponding to adding boundary bridges to N(Γ). This observation gives rise to a new representation of the electrical braid relation studied in [LP] .
We give linear relations between Postnikov's boundary measurements ∆ I (N(Γ)) and the grove measurements L σ (Γ) :
where E(I) ⊂ N C n denotes the set of non-crossing partitions that are concordant with a subset I ∈
[2n] n−1 . Thus we obtain ι(E n ) ⊂ Gr(n − 1, 2n) ∩ H =: X where H ⊂ P (
n−1 ) is a linear subspace of Plücker space. One of our main theorems is that ι(E n ) = X ∩ Gr(n − 1, 2n) ≥0 , so that each totally nonnegative point in X is representable by a cactus network. The Plücker relations for the Grassmannian also give rise to new quadratic relations for grove measurements.
The Grassmannian has a stratification Gr(n − 1, 2n) = fΠ f by positroid varieties studied by Postnikov [Pos] , and by Knutson, Lam, and Speyer [KLS] . Positroid varieties are labeled by a set Bound(n − 1, 2n) of affine permutations called bounded affine permutations. Each matching τ ∈ P n naturally gives rise to a bounded affine permutation f τ ∈ Bound(n − 1, 2n). We define the electroid varieties bẙ X fτ := X ∩Π fτ and show that the intersections of X with other positroid strata are empty. The totally nonnegative part (X fτ ) ≥0 :=X fτ ∩ Gr(n − 1, 2n) ≥0 is identified with E τ . The partial order on matchings P n induced by the closure order on the E τ has been studied by Alman, Lian and Tran [ALT] , by Kenyon [Ken] and by Huang, Wen and Xie [HWX] . We show that this partial order is dual to an induced subposet of affine Bruhat order.
Bounded affine permutations f ∈ Bound(n − 1, 2n) are in bijection with sequences (I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I 2n ) of subsets called Grassmann necklaces. Each matching τ ∈ P n on [2n] gives rise to a sequence Σ(τ )(σ (1) , . . . , σ (2n) ) of non-crossing partitions, called a partition necklace. Non-crossing partitions are in bijection with Dyck paths, and inherit a dominance partial order that corresponds to one Dyck path always staying underneath another. In analogy with a theorem of Oh [Oh] concerning positroids, we show that the electroid E(τ ) is an intersection of a number of cyclically rotated order ideals on N C n , with respect to this partial order. In summary, we have the following list of analogies:
Planar bipartite graph N Cactus network Γ Almost perfect matchings in N Groves in Γ Plücker space P (
k ) Non-crossing partition space P
N Cn
Grassmannian Gr(k, n) ⊂ P (
k ) Zariski closure of E n ⊂ P
Alternating strand diagram Medial graph Bounded affine permutations f Medial pairings τ Bruhat order on bounded affine permutations "Uncrossing" partial order on medial pairings Subsets I ∈
[n] k
Non-crossing partitions σ ∈ N C n Positroids M ⊂
[n] k Electroids E ⊂ N C n Grassmann necklaces I = (I 1 , . . . , I n ) Partition necklaces Σ = (σ (1) , . . . , σ (2n) )
Our work is related to Henriques and Speyer's work on the cube recurrence and isotropic Grassmannian via Fock and Goncharov's cluster A-X -variety duality, studied in a situation related to ours by Goncharov and Kenyon. We shall return to this point in future work.
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Circular planar electrical networks
We will use the notation [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}, and
[n] k will mean the set of k-element subsets of [n] .
We refer the reader to [CIM, dVGV, KW] for the material of this section.
2.1. Electrical networks and response matrices. For our purposes, a circular planar electrical network (or just electrical network) is a finite weighted undirected graph Γ embedded into a disk, where the vertex set is divided into the boundary vertices and the interior vertices. The boundary vertices are denoted1,2, . . . ,n and are arranged in clockwise order on the boundary of a disk. The weight w(e) of an edge is to be thought of as the conductance of the corresponding resistor, and is generally taken to be a positive real number. Note that if w(e) = 0, we may just remove the edge, and if w(e) = ∞ we may glue together the endpoints of the edge.
We will think of electrical current as flowing along edges, and each vertex to have a voltage. The axioms of electricity can be summarized by two laws. Kirchoff's law says that for any interior vertex the total current that flows into the vertex is equal to the total current that flows out. Ohm's law says that if e = (u, v) is an edge then we have
where w(e) is the conductance of the edge, V (u), V (v) are the voltages of the vertices, and I(e) is the current flowing from u to v.
The response matrix Λ(Γ) is the n × n matrix defined as follows. If v ∈ R n is a vector of voltages assigned to the boundary nodes, then Λ(Γ) is the vector of currents flowing into the network at each of the boundary nodes. This vector of currents can be determined using Ohm's law and Kirchoff's law by solving a system of linear equations. We declare Γ and Γ ′ to be electrically-equivalent if Λ(Γ) = Λ(Γ ′ ).
2.2. Groves. A grove F on Γ is a spanning subforest (that is, an acyclic subgraph that uses all the vertices) such that each component F i ⊂ F is connected to the boundary. The boundary partition σ(F ) is the set partition of {1,2, . . . ,n} which specifies which boundary vertices lie in the same component of F . Note that since Γ is planar, σ(F ) must be a non-crossing partition, also called a planar set partition. We will often write set partitions in the form σ = (ā,b,c|d,ē|f ,ḡ|h) or more simply just (ābc|dē|fḡ|h). Let N C n denote the set of non-crossing partitions on [n].
Each non-crossing partition σ on [n] has a dual non-crossing partition on [ñ] where by conventionĩ lies between i and i + 1. For example (1,4,6|2,3|5) is dual to (1,3|2|4,5|6). Let |σ| denote the number of parts of σ. In the above example |σ| = 3 and |σ| = 4. The following result is straightforward.
Lemma 2.2. If σ andσ are dual non-crossing partitions, then |σ| + |σ| = n + 1.
If σ is a non-crossing partition on [n] we get a non-crossing matching τ (σ) on [2n]. The matching τ (σ) separates σ fromσ. We fix labellings as follows: the vertex 2i − 1 in τ (σ) lies between i − 1 andī; the vertex 2i lies betweenī andĩ. For our above example, σ = (1,4,6|2,3|5) gives τ (σ) = {(1, 12), (2, 7), (3, 6), (4, 5), (8, 11), (9, 10)}. For a non-crossing partition σ, we define
where the summation is over all groves with boundary partition σ, and wt(F ) is the product of weights of edges in F .5 4 3 21 2 5 a grove F with σ(F ) = (15|24|3) and wt(F ) = 2 Let "uncrossed" denote the boundary partition where each vertex is in its own part. The following result is essentially due to Kirchoff. See Kenyon and Wilson [KW] .
Proposition 2.4. We have
Thus the grove measurements determine the response matrix. As shorthand, we write L ij for L (i,j|rest singletons) .
2.3. Generators. Given an odd integer 2k − 1, for k = 1, 2, . . . , n and a nonnegative real number t, we define v 2k−1 (t)(Γ) to be the electrical network obtained from Γ by adding a new edge from a new vertex v tok, with weight 1/t, followed by treatingk as an interior vertex, and the new vertex v as a boundary vertex (now namedk).
Given an even integer 2k, for k = 1, 2, . . . , n, and a nonnegative real number t, we define v 2k (t)(Γ) to be the electrical network obtained from Γ by adding a new edge from k to k + 1 (indices taken modulo n + 1), with weight t.
These operations are called adjoining a boundary spike, and adjoining a boundary edge respectively. Our notation suggests, as explained in Theorem 2.8 below, that there is some symmetry between these two types of operations.
2.4. Electrically-equivalent transformations of networks. The following proposition is well-known and can be found for example in [dVGV] .
Proposition 2.6. Series-parallel transformations, removing loops, and removing interior degree 1 vertices (pendant removal), do not change the response matrix of a network.
The following theorem is attributed to Kennelly [Kenn] .
Theorem 2.7 (Y − ∆, or star-triangle transformation). Assume that parameters a,b,c and A,B,C are related by
or equivalently by
Then switching a local part of an electrical network between the two options shown does not change the response matrix of the whole network.
In [LP] , we showed with Pylyavskyy that Theorem 2.7 implies Theorem 2.8. The generators v i (t) acting on response matrices satisfies the electrical braid relations
Here we take the index i to be modulo 2n.
Remark 2.9. The matrices
The electrical braid relation can be thought of as a deformation of this, see [LP] . The matrices x i (a) will play an important role later, see Section 3.6.
2.5. Medial graphs. Let Γ be an electrical network. The medial graph G(Γ) is defined as follows, and only depends on the underlying graph of Γ. First place vertices t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t 2n on the boundary of the disk, so that in circular order we have t 1 <1 < t 2 < t 3 <2 < · · · . Next add a vertex t e for each edge e ∈ E(Γ). Now join t e with t e ′ if e and e ′ share a vertex and are incident to the same face. For boundary vertices t 2i−1 or t 2i , we draw an edge to t e where e is the "closest" edge incident to vertex i of Γ. If vertex i of Γ is isolated, t 2i−1 and t 2i are joined by an edge. Note that each vertex t e is four-valent, and each vertex t i has degree 1. A strand or wire of a medial graph G(Γ) is a maximal sequence of edges in G such that we always go straight through any four-valent vertex encountered. We will often write T for a strand, or T i for the strand with one endpoint at t i . Medial strands either join boundary vertices to boundary vertices, or forms a cycle in the interior of the disk. Thus a medial graph induces a pairing on the set [2n], which we will call the medial pairing τ (Γ) of Γ. Usually, we will only talk about the medial pairing τ (Γ) when Γ is critical, to be defined below. We will sometimes think of medial pairings as set partitions, and sometimes as involutions on [2n] . For example, the set partition {(1, 4), (2, 5), (3, 6)} corresponds to the involution τ (i) = i + 3 mod 6.
The electrical network Γ can be recovered from the medial graph as follows: the graph G divides the interior of the disk into regions. The regions can be colored with two colors black and white, so that regions sharing an edge have different colors. By convention, regions containin boundary vertices in their boundary are colored white. To reconstruct Γ, place a vertex inside each white region (if this is a boundary region, then this vertex is just the boundary vertex), and join vertices with edges in Γ when the corresponding white regions share a common vertex in G.
Remark 2.10. Note that in general we do not draw medial graphs with straight lines, but we draw edges as curves, giving an embedding of the grpah into the interior of the disk.
Example 2.11. In the following picture, the medial graph of the electrical network from Section 2.1 is shown in dashed lines. One of the medial strands is drawn extra thick. The medial pairing is {(1, 7), (2, 9), (3, 8) , (4, 10), (5, 6)}. A lens A medial graph is lensless if every wire begins and ends on the boundary of the disk, no wire has a self intersection, and there are no lens. An electrical network Γ is critical, or reduced if its medial graph is lensless. For τ a medial pairing of a lensless medial graph G, let c(τ ) denote the number of crossings of the medial pairing τ . (This number does not depend on the actual choice of medial graph, only that it is lensless.) 2.6. Main results for circular planar electrical networks. Let A be a n × n matrix, and suppose I = {i 1 , . . . , i r } and J = {j 1 , . . . , j r } are disjoint subsets that index a subset of rows and columns respectively. We call A I,J a circular minor if after a cyclic permutation the sequence (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i r , j r , . . . , j 1 ) is in order.
Theorem 2.13 ( [CIM, dVGV] ).
(1) Any circular planar electrical network is electrically equivalent to some critical network. Remark 2.14. Not every medial pairing can arise from electrical networks. But in Section 4, we will compactify the space to get all possible medial pairings on [2n].
Planar bipartite grpahs and the totally nonnegative Grassmannian
In this section, we recall Postnikov's theory [Pos] of the totally nonnegative (TNN) Grassmannian. We follow the approach using planar bipartite graphs developed in [Lam] . Though our approach is different, most of the results stated here are due to Postnikov, and we have also drawn from work of Oh [Oh] and Knutson, Lam, and Speyer [KLS] . Some of the statements in Sections 3.6 are new.
3.1. TNN Grassmannian. In this section, we fix integers k, n and consider the real Grassmannian Gr(k, n) of (linear) k-planes in R n . Recall that each X ∈ Gr(k, n) has Plücker coordinates ∆ I (X) labeled by k-element subsets I ⊂ [n], defined up to a single common scalar. The TNN Grassmannian Gr(k, n) ≥0 is the subset of Gr(k, n) consisting of points X represented by nonnegative Plücker coordinates
} satisfy quadratic relations known as Plücker relations, see [Ful] .
The cyclic group acts on Gr(k, n) ≥0 with generator χ acting by the map
where v i are columns of some k × n matrix representing X.
3.2.
Matchings for bipartite graphs in a disk. Let N be a weighted bipartite network embedded in the disk with n boundary vertices, labeled 1, 2, . . . , n in clockwise order. Each vertex (including boundary vertices) is colored either black or white, and all edges join black vertices to white vertices. We let d be the number of interior white vertices minus the the number of interior white vertices. Furthermore we let d ′ ∈ [n] be the number of white boundary vertices. Finally, we assume that all boundary vertices have degree 1, and that edges cannot join boundary vertices to boundary vertices.
Remark 3.1. Since the graph is bipartite, this last condition ensures that the coloring of the boundary vertices is determined by the interior part of the graph. So sometimes we will pretend that boundary vertices are not colored, and usually will omit the color of boundary vertices from pictures.
An almost perfect matching Π is a subset of edges of N such that
(1) each interior vertex is used exactly once (2) boundary vertices may or may not be used. The boundary subset I(Π) ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} is the set of black boundary vertices that are used by Π union the set of white boundary vertices that are not used. By our assumptions we have
Define the boundary measurement, or dimer partition function as follows. For
where wt(Π) is the product of the weight of the edges in Π.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose N has nonnegative real weights, and that almost perfect matchings of N exist. Then the homogeneous coordinates (∆ I (N)) I∈(
by a planar bipartite graph.
3.3. Gauge equivalences and local moves. The material of this subsection is not used essentially in the sequel. We suggest the reader unfamiliar with this material to skip this section.
Let N be a planar bipartite graph. If e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e d are adjacent to an interior vertex v, we can multiply all of their edge weights by the same constant c ∈ R >0 to get a new graph N ′ , and we have M(N ′ ) = M(N). This is called a gauge equivalence. We also have the following local moves: (M1) Spider move or square move [Pos, GK] : assuming the leaf edges of the spider have been gauge fixed to 1, the transformation is
If v has degree two, we can gauge fix both incident edges (v, u) and (v, u ′ ) to have weight 1, then contract both edges (that is, we remove both edges, and identify u with u ′ ). Note that if v is a valent two-vertex adjacent to boundary vertex b, with edges (v, b) and (v, u) , then removing v produces an edge (b, u) , and the color of b flips. (R1) Multiple edges with same endpoints is the same as one edge with sum of weights. (R2) Leaf removal. Suppose v is leaf, and (v, u) the unique edge adjacent to it. Then we can remove both v and u, and all edges adjacent to u. However, if there is a boundary edge (b, u) where b is a boundary vertex, then that edge is replaced by a boundary edge (b, w) where w is a new vertex with the same color as v. (R3) Dipoles (two degree one vertices joined by an edge) can be removed.
Proposition 3.3. Each of these relations preserves M(N).
A planar bipartite graph N is reduced if it has the minimal number of faces in its move-equivalence class, and in addition, there are no leafs in N connected to interior vertices. 
Bounded affine permutations and Grassmann necklaces.
A bounded affine permutation, or bounded juggling pattern of type (k, n) is a bijection f : Z → Z satisfying:
( (2) and (3) is called an affine permutation. The affine permutations of type (k, n) are denotedS k n . The bounded affine permutations of type (k, n) are denoted Bound(k, n). Bounded affine permutations inherit a length function, and a Bruhat order from the set of all affine permutations. See [KLS, BB] for full details. It is often to convenient to think of f as a juggling pattern: f (i) = j says that the ball thrown at time i lands at time j. Since f is determined by its values on [n], we sometimes give f in window notation:
A (k,n)-Grassmann necklace is a collection of k-element subsets I = (I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I n ) satisfying the following property: for each a ∈ [n]:
For each f ∈ Bound(k, n) we define I(f ) = (I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I n ) by
Here " mod n" means that we take representatives in [n] . We write ≤ a for the ordering a < a a + 1 < a · · · < a n < a 1 < a · · · < a a − 1 on [n]. We define the dominance ordering on
We also have the cyclically rotated version I ≤ a J: order the elements of I and J using ≤ a , and then compare them (in order) using ≤ a . Define a partial order on Grassmann necklaces by I ≤ I ′ if I a ≤ a I ′ a for each a. Theorem 3.5. The map f → I(f ) is a bijection between bounded affine permutations of type (k, n) and (k, n)-Grassmann necklaces. We have f ≤ f ′ in Bruhat order if and only
Example 3.6. Let k = 2 and n = 6. Suppose f = [2, 4, 6, 5, 7, 9] . Then I(f ) = (13, 23, 34, 46, 56, 16) .
Suppose N is a reduced planar bipartite graph. We define a bounded affine permutation f N as follows. At each boundary vertex i ∈ [n] we produce a path starting at i, called the trip T i , as follows. Travel along the unique outgoing edge at i and at each interior black vertex, turn maximally towards the right, while at each interior white vertex turn maximally towards the left. The trip T i ends when we reach a boundary vertex j ∈ [n]. We then define f N by f N (i) = j mod n. There is a special case: when T i ends at i. This can only happen (for a reduced planar bipartite graph) if i is connected to a leaf. In this case, we declare f N (i) = i if i is connected to a black leaf, and f N (i) = i + n if i is connected to a white leaf.
Positroids and positroid varieties. Let
where v i are the columns of a representative of X, and we extend these columns periodically.
Proposition 3.7. Suppose N is a reduced planar bipartite graph. Then
Define I(X) = (I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I n ) by setting I a (X) to be the lexicographically minimal non-vanishing Plücker coordinate of X with respect to the order ≤ a .
Proposition 3.8. f X is a bounded affine permutation of type (k, n) and I(X) is a (k, n)-Grassmann necklace and I(f X ) = I(X).
We shall consider matroids of rank k on [n]. The matroid M(X) of a point X ∈ Gr(k, n) is the collection
A positroid is the matroid of a point X ∈ Gr(k, n) ≥0 .
For f ∈ Bound(k, n), define the open positroid varietẙ
Obviously we have Gr(k,
Theorem 3.9.
(1) The closed positroid varieties are given by
To summarize, there are bijections between bounded affine permutations, Grassmann necklaces, and positroids.
3.6. A reduction result. The group GL n acts on Gr(k, n) by right multiplication. For a ∈ R and 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, the element x i (a) ∈ GL 2n is the elementary matrix differing from the identity matrix by an entry a in the i-th row and (i + 1)-st column. Similarly y i (a) has an entry a in the (i + 1)-st row and i-th column. For example, for n = 2,
The generator x i (a) acts on Gr(k, n) by adding a times the i-th column to the (i + 1)-st, and we define the action of x n (a) by using the signed cyclic action:
We may also think of x n (a) ∈ GL n as the matrix that differs from the identity by an entry in the n-th row and first column. Similarly, y i (a) acts by adding the a times the (i + 1)-st column to the i-th column.
We shall need the following dual Grassmann necklace. Let f ∈ Bound(k, n).
Thus J (f ) keeps track of where balls are thrown instead of where they land. The same arguments as for Grassmann necklaces show that J (f ) consists of k-element subsets of [n] , and that f → J (f ) is injective.
Proposition 3.10.
Proof. We only prove (1), as (2) is similar. Let v i be the columns of a k × n matrix which represents X. Suppose a is well defined. Now X ′ is obtained from X by adding −a times v i to v i+1 . So for any J we have
otherwise.
The formulae above are the minors of this specific representative of X ′ ; the Plücker coordinates of the actual point in the Grassmannian are only determined up to a scalar.
Let v ′ i be the columns for the matrix obtained from v i by right multiplication by
Thus f X ′ must be obtained from f X by swapping the values of f (i) and f (i + 1), so f ′ = f s i > f . Now suppose that X ∈ Gr(k, n) ≥0 . If f (i) = i + 1, then by (3.1), the columns v i and v i+1 are parallel, and since f (i + 1) = i + 1 both v i and v i+1 are non-zero. In this case a is just the ratio v i+1 /v i , and X ′ is what we get by changing the (i + 1)-st column to 0. All the claims follow.
We now assume that
where all subsets are ordered according to ≤ i . (The easiest way to see that the signs are correct is just to take i = 1.) Since the RHS is positive, ∆ i∪I∪j = 0. We have shown that a is well defined. Using (3.3) and Lemma 3.11 below, we see that X ′ ∈ Gr(k, n) ≥0 .
Lemma 3.11. Let X ∈ Gr(k, n) ≥0 be as in Proposition 3.10, with f (i) > i + 1. For simplicity of notation suppose i = 1.
Proof. Let M be the positroid of X. We let I 1 = {1, 2} ∪ I, I 2 = 2 ∪ I ∪ {j}, and I 3 = I ∪ {j, k}, as in the proof of Proposition 3.10. We have already shown in the proof of Proposition 3.10 that (1 ∪ I ∪ j) ∈ M.
We proceed by induction on the size of r = |(I ∪ j) \ J|. The case r = 0 is tautological. So suppose r ≥ 1. We may assume that 1 ∪ J ∈ M for otherwise the claim is trivial. Applying the exchange lemma to 1 ∪ J the element a = max(J \ (I ∪ j)) ∈ J and the other base 1 ∪ I ∪ j, we obtain L = J − {a} ∪ {b} such that 1 ∪ L ∈ M.
We claim that b < a. To see this, note that I 1 ≤ (1 ∪ J), which implies that a > I \ J. So the only way that b could be greater than a is if b = j, and a < j. But by assumption we also have I 3 = I ∪ {j, k} ≤ 3 (1 ∪ J) with k ≥ 2 j. This is impossible since both k and j are greater than a, but we have J \ I ⊂ [3, a] -the only element of (1 ∪ J) \ I that is greater than j or k in ≤ 3 order is 1. Thus b < a.
So by induction we have that
We apply the Plücker relation to
is actually correctly ordered, since L is obtained from J by changing a to a smaller number. So all factors in the above expression are nonnegative. The claim follows.
3.7. Bridges in planar bipartite graphs. By adding degree two vertices to a planar biparte graph N, we can always assume that a boundary vertex is the color we want it to be. If i and i + 1 are two adjacent boundary vertices, we can add a bridge between the two edges leaving i and i + 1. There are two different kinds of bridges depending on which color is assigned to which vertex of the added edge. For simplicity, we for example just say we are adding "a bridge with white at i + 1 and black at i" for the following picture.
These are the network analogues of the Chevalley generator actions x i (a) and y i (b).
Lemma 3.12. Let N be a network. Now let N ′ be obtained by adding a bridge with edge weight a from i to i + 1 which is white at i and black at i + 1. Then we have M(N) = x i (a) · M(N), and the boundary measurements change as follows:
If the bridge is black at i and white at i + 1, then we have M(N) = y i (a) · M(N), and
4.
Compactifying the space of circular planar electrical networks 4.1. Cactus networks. Let S be a circle with n boundary points labeled [n], as usual. Let σ be a non-crossing partition on [n] . Then identifying the boundary points according to the parts of σ gives a hollow cactus S σ : it is a union of circles, glued together at the identified points. (Note that it is possible for three or more circles to be glued together at the same point.) We can still think of the interior of S σ : this is a union of open disks. The interior of S σ , together with S σ itself will be called a cactus. We cauction that our cacti are not identical to the similar notion in the theory of real stable curves. A cactus network is a weighted graph Γ embedded into a cactus. We may think of a cactus network as obtained from a usual circular planar network by declaring some boundary vertices (specified by σ) to have infinite conductance between them. A cactus network also decomposes into a union of circular planar networks (with differing sets of boundary vertices) for each disk component of the cactus. Any cactus network has a medial graph with the convention that medial strands/wires always stay completely within one disk. Sometimes it is convenient to draw the medial strands of a cactus network in a disk, rather than in a cactus. There is a natural notion of the response matrix Λ(Γ) of a cactus network: we specify voltages at boundary vertices such that vertices belonging to the same part of σ are assigned the same voltage. Two cactus networks are electrically equivalent if they have the same response matrices. We shall call σ the shape of the cactus network Γ. (1) Each cactus network Γ is electrically equivalent to one whose medial graph is lensless. Such cactus networks are called critical. Proof.
(1) and (2) are proved in exactly the same way as the corresponding statement for circular planar electrical networks. (3) is proved by construction: let τ be a medial pairing on [2n] and G any lensless medial graph with that medial pairing. The strands of G cuts the disk up into regions. We glue together boundary vertices [n] if they belong to the same such region. This recovers the shape of the cactus network. In each disk component of the cactus, we now have a medial pairing (on a smaller number of vertices), and this medial pairing arises from a critical electrical network in that disk.
The number of medial pairings of cactus networks is just the number of matchings on 2n objects, that is (2n − 1) · (2n − 3) · · · 3 · 1.
Grove measurements as projective coordinates.
Recall that we have defined grove counting measurements L σ (Γ) for Γ a planar electrical network and σ a non-crossing partition. The combinatorial definition of L σ (Γ) naturally extends to cactus networks Γ.
Let P N Cn be the projective space with homogeneous coordinates indexed by non-crossing partitions. The map
Remark 4.3. Our electroids differ from Alman, Lian, and Tran's electrical positroids [ALT2] in two different ways: first, we study electroids for cactus networks, while [ALT2] only consider circular planar electrical networks. Second, the elements of their electrical positroids are certain pairs of subsets of [n] , which correspond to non-crossing partitions σ with exactly two non-singleton parts of equal size. (See [KW] and [Ken] for a discussion of the relationship between grove measurements and minors of the response matrix.)
Proof. Use the combinatorial definition of L σ (Γ), and do a check for each of the local electrical equivalences (series-parallel, star-triangle, and so on).
Example 4.5.
where Γ is the star, and L ′ = L(Γ ′ ) where Γ ′ is the triangle, as illustrated. We have
If a, b, c and A, B, C are related as in
Remark 4.6. For a circular planar electrical network Γ, Proposition 4.4 follows immediately from the following theorem of Kenyon and Wilson [KW] : for any planar partition σ, the ratio L σ /L uncrossed is an integer coefficient polynomial in the Λ i,j of degree equal to n − # parts of σ.
4.3.
Compactification. Let E ′ n denote the space of electrical networks modulo electrical equivalence, or equivalently, the space of response matrices characterized in Theorem 2.13.
Proof. Proposition 4.4 says that L(Γ) is invariant under electrical equivalence. For Γ a planar electrical network, we have that L uncrossed is always non-zero, so the entries of the response matrix Λ(Γ) can be computed using Proposition 2.4.
The closure (in the Hausdorff topology) E n = E ′ n ⊂ P N Cn is the compactified space of circular planar electrical networks.
Theorem 4.8. The space E n is exactly the set of grove measurements of cactus networks. A cactus network Γ is determined, up to electrical equivalence, by L(Γ) ∈ E n .
Proof. By definition any point L in E n is the limit of points in E ′ n which are representable by usual circular planar networks. Since the top cell of E ′ n is dense in E n , using Theorem 2.13(5), we can assume that L is the limit lim i→∞ L(Γ i ) of circular planar networks Γ i , all with the same underlying graph. Since the edge weights of such graphs depend continuously on the point L(Γ i ), the point L can be obtained from a usual circular planar network by sending some of the edge weights to ∞. Such a limit is just a cactus network Γ. So L = L(Γ). Now let Γ be a cactus network, and let Γ = r Γ (r) be the decomposition of Γ into a union of circular planar electrical networks, each embedded into a disk. It is clear that the shape σ(Γ) is determined by L(Γ). To see that L(Γ) uniquely determines Γ, it suffices to recover the response matrices of each Γ (r) . Suppose i, j belong to the same disk of the cactus, so that i, j are distinct vertices of Γ (r) . Let σ ij be obtained from σ by gluing the parts containing i and j together. Then by Proposition 2.4 we have
We have used that a grove for Γ is just a union of groves for each Γ (r ′ ) : in the above ratio, the contribution of groves from components Γ (r ′ ) for r ′ = r cancel out. So the response matrix of each Γ (r) can be recovered from L(Γ), and hence Γ is determined by L(Γ) up to electrical equivalence.
to be those points representable by critical cactus networks with medial pairing τ .
Proposition 4.9. Each stratum E τ is parametrized by choosing a criticial cactus network Γ with τ (Γ) = τ , and letting the edge weights vary, so that we have
Proof. The first statement just follows from applying Theorem 2.13 to each circular planar electrical network Γ (r) in the decomposition Γ = r Γ (r) in the proof of Theorem 4.8. The second statement follows from Theorem 4.8 and Proposition 4.2.
Write E(τ ) for the electroid of any L ∈ E τ . This does not depend on the choice of L, by Propsition 4.4. In this paper we will focus on the topological spaces E τ . In the future we hope to consider the algebraic geometry of their Zariski closures in P N C n .
4.4. The bottom cells. We have defined a decomposition of E n into cells. Let P n be the set of medial pairings on [2n]. For a medial pairing τ , let E τ ⊂ E n be the corresponding electrical cell, so that E n = τ ∈Pn E τ . There is a unique top cell E τtop , where τ top is given by the involution τ top (i) = i + n mod 2n. There are Catalan number of 0-dimensional cells, corresponding to medial pairings τ that are non-crossing matchings. Let p σ denote the point in E n with
(Recall that the coordinates L σ are projective coordinates, so the value 1 is not important.)
Proposition 4.10. The points p σ are exactly the 0-dimensional cells of E n . The point p σ is the grove measurement of the cactus network with boundary vertices identified according to σ.
4.5.
Partial order on matchings. Define a partial order on P n as follows. Let τ be a medial pairing and take any lensless medial graph G representing τ . Now uncross any crossing in G in either of two ways:
or This gives a new medial graph G ′ . Suppose G ′ is also lensless. Then we declare that
is a cover relation in P n . The partial order P n is the transitive closure of these relations. This partial order was studied by Alman, Lian, and Tran [ALT] , by Kenyon [Ken] , and also by Huang, Wen and Xie [HWX] .
Lemma 4.11. Let G be a medial graph with τ (G) = τ . Suppose (a, b, c, d ) are in cyclic order, and τ has strands from a to c and from b to d. Let G ′ be obtained by uncrossing the intersection point of these strands so that in G ′ we have that a is joined to d and b is joined to c. Then G ′ is lensless if and only if no other medial strand goes from the arc (a, b) to the arc (c, d).
In particular, the definition of the set of covering relations τ ′ ⋖ τ involving a fixed τ can be defined using any lensless medial graph G with τ (G) = τ .
Let the crossing number c(τ ) of a medial pairing τ be the number of crossings in a reduced/lensless representative medial graph. For example, the medial pairing of Example 2.11 has c(τ ) = 5. This number is also equal to the number of edges in the corresponding critical electrical network.
Lemma 4.12. P n is a graded poset with grading given by c(τ ).
We shall show later that P n is the closure partial order on the stratification {E τ | τ ∈ P n } of E n . Here is a picture of P 3 : 4.6. Matching partial order and Bruhat order. The partial order P n on matchings is induced from the partial order of the affine symmetric group, as we now explain. To a medial pairing τ , we associate a bounded affine permutation g τ by
where τ is thought of as a fixed-point free involution on [2n] . Note that g τ is a bounded affine permutation of type (n, 2n). We have g 0 := g τtop is given by g 0 (i) = i + n, which has length 0. The bounded affine permutation g 0 plays the role of the identity permutation.
Define the (infinite by infinite) affine rank matrix of an affine permutation f by
This matrix satisfies the periodicity r(i + 2n, j + 2n) = r(i, j).
Theorem 4.13 ( [BB, Theorem 8.3.7] ). We have f ≤ f ′ in Bruhat order if and only if
be the transposition swapping a and b. We note that s i g 0 = g 0 s i+n . Lemma 4.14. Let τ ∈ P n . Then there exists w ∈S Proof. The claims are trivially true when τ = τ top and g τ = g 0 . Suppose τ ∈ P n is not the top element. Then there exists some i such that g τ (i) > g τ (i + 1). Let τ ′ be obtained from τ by swapping i, i + 1 and g τ (i), g τ (i + 1) (all taken modulo 2n). It is clear that τ ′ ⋗ τ . But we have g τ = s i g τ ′ s i and ℓ(g τ ) = ℓ(g τ ) + 2, and the claim follows by induction.
Note that the factorization in Lemma 4.14 is not unique. For example, if n = 3, then s 1 g 0 s 1 = s 3 g 0 s 3 , so there are multiple choices for w.
Theorem 4.15. We have ℓ(g τ ) = 2( n 2 − c(τ )). The map τ → g τ identifies P n with an induced subposet of the dual Bruhat order of bounded affine permutations. In other words, g τ ≤ g τ ′ in Bruhat order if and only if τ ′ ≤ τ .
Proof. The first claim follows from Lemma 4.14. Suppose τ ′ ⋖ τ . By Lemma 4.11, τ ′ is obtained from τ by uncrossing the intersection point of strands a ↔ c and b ↔ d so that after uncrossing a is joined to d and b is joined to c, where (a, b, c, d ) are in cyclic order, and no other medial strand goes from the arc (a, b) to the arc (c, d). For simplicity, we suppose that a < b < c < d. Then g τ ′ = t a,b t c,d g τ = t a,b g τ t a,b , and it is easy to see that g τ ′ > g τ . Now suppose that g τ ′ > g τ . We know that there exists a < b such that g τ ′ > t a,b g τ ⋗ g τ . Let c := g τ (a) and d := g τ (b). It is clear that we also have t a,b g τ t a,b ⋗ t c,d g τ = g τ t a,b ⋗ g τ . We claim that g τ ′ > g τ t a,b as well. To see this use Lemma 4.14 to write g τ = wg 0 w −1 and
. Taking inverses we get ι(v)v −1 > ι(w)w −1 t a,b , and left multiplying by g 0 , we get g τ ′ > g τ t a,b .
So g τ ′ is greater than both g τ t a,b and t a,b g τ . We now show that g τ ′ greater than t a,b g τ t a,b . We have Then the affine rank matrices of g τ t a,b and g τ differ only in R (resp. R ′ ) and the periodic shifts of R (resp. R ′ ). The inequalities (4.2) imply that the periodic shifts of R and the periodic shifts of R ′ never intersect. Applying Theorem 4.13, we see that
for each i, j ∈ Z, and thus
Let us also define a bounded affine permutation f τ by f τ (i) = g τ (i) − 1. Since i < g τ (i) < i + 2n, we have i ≤ f τ (i) ≤ i + 2n − 2. Note that f τ is of type (n − 1, 2n). Define an electrical affine permutation to be a bounded affine permutation f with period 2n satisfying:
Note that (2) and boundedness determines f (j + 1) unless i − 1 = j + 1 + 2n, in which case (1) forces f (j + 1) = j + 1. Denote the set of electrical affine permutations by Elec(n). We have Lemma 4.16. The set of electrical affine permutations is exactly the set {f τ | τ ∈ P n }.
We also have the following corollary of Theorem 4.15.
Corollary 4.17. The following are equivalent:
Proof. Let τ ∈ P n . And let I(g) = (I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I 2n ) be the Grassmann necklace of g τ . Then a ∈ I a for each a. Let I(f ) = (J 1 , J 2 , . . . , J 2n ). We have that J a = {b − 1 ∈ I a \ {a}}. It follows that I(f τ ) ≤ I(f τ ′ ) if and only if I(g τ ) ≤ I(g τ ′ ). The claim then follows from Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 4.15.
Corollary 4.17 gives a new non-recursive criterion for the partial order P n , even when we consider only matchings that arise from circular planar electrical networks (instead of the more general cactus networks). 4.7. Catalan subsets and Catalan necklaces. The Grassmann necklace I(g τ ) = (J 1 , . . . , J 2n ) can be read off from τ as follows. Draw τ as a medial pairing in the disk. For each a ∈ [2n], let us traverse the circle clockwise starting at the boundary vertex a. At each boundary vertex, write "U" if the vertex is at the end of a strand we have not previously encountered, and write "D" if the vertex is at the end of a strand we have previously encountered. The boundary vertices marked with U gives the set J a . To get I a (f τ ), we remove a (which is always present in J a ) and shift everything by 1.
Let P be a Dyck path of length 2n, thought of as a sequence of U-s and D-s. A sequence of n U-s and n D-s is a Dyck path if it satisfies the property that in any initial subsequence there is at least as many U-s as there are D-s. Note that a Dyck path must start with a U.
A Catalan subset I is an (n − 1)-element subset of [2n] such that {1} ∪ {a + 1 | a ∈ I} = {positions of up steps in P (I)} for some Dyck path P (I). More generally, we call I a Catalan subset with respect to ≤ a if the subset I − a mod 2n is a Catalan subset.
Lemma 4.18. Let I, J be two Catalan subsets. Then I ≤ J in dominance order if and only if the Dyck path P (I) never goes below P (J).
The Catalan subset {1, 2, 4, 5, 9} corresponds to the UD-sequence UUUDUUDDDUDD and the following Dyck path:
Define I(τ ) = (I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I 2n ) by I(τ ) = I(f τ ). The previous discussion gives: Lemma 4.19. Let τ ∈ P n . For each a ∈ [2n], the set I a (τ ) is a Catalan subset with respect to ≤ a .
A Grassmann necklace of type (n − 1, 2n) is a Catalan necklace if each I a subset is an a-shifted Catalan subset. Thus I(τ ) is a Catalan necklace for τ ∈ P n . We shall characterize Catalan necklaces in terms of non-crossing partitions in Proposition 5.29.
Example 4.20. Let n = 5 and τ = {(1, 7), (2, 9), (3, 8), (4, 10), (5, 6)} ∈ P 5 . Then g τ = [7, 9, 8, 10, 6, 15, 11, 13, 12, 14] and f τ = [6, 8, 7, 9, 5, 14, 10, 12, 11, 13] . We have I(τ ) = (1234, 2346, 3468, 4678, 6789, 6789, 7894, 89(10) 4, 9(10)24, (10)124).
For a non-crossing partition σ, we shall also write I(σ) for I(τ (σ)). The Grassmann necklaces I(σ) have the property that not only does it consist of Catalan subsets, but each subset I a (σ) determines the whole I(σ). The subset I a (σ) has the following explicit description. Suppose σ = (σ 1 |σ 2 | · · · |σ r ) so that σ i are the parts of σ, and similarly let σ = (σ 1 |σ 2 | · · · |σr). Then Lemma 4.21. For each a ∈ [2n], the map σ → I a (σ) is a bijection between N C n and Catalan subsets.
The a-shifted dominance order on subsets can be transferred to non-crossing partitions via the bijection σ → I a (σ): we define σ ≤ a σ ′ if and only if I a (σ) ≤ a I a (σ ′ ). Similarly there is an a-shifted lexicographic ordering on N C n .
Electroid varieties
5.1. From electrical networks to bipartite graphs. We produce a planar bipartite network N = N(Γ), embedded into the disk, for each electrical network N. Our construction is a modified version (to take into account boundary vertices) of the generalized Temperley's trick; see [GK, KPW] . If Γ has boundary vertices1,2, . . . ,n, then N will have boundary vertices 1, 2, . . . , 2n, where boundary vertexī is identified with 2i − 1, and a boundary vertex 2i in N lies betweenī and i + 1. The boundary vertex 2i can be identified with the vertexĩ used to label dual non-crossing partitions. The planar bipartite network N always has boundary vertices of degree 1.
The interior vertices of N are as follows: we have a black interior vertex b v for each interior vertex v of Γ, and a black interior vertex b F for each interior face F of Γ; we have a white interior vertex w e placed at the midpoint of each interior edge e of Γ. For each vertexī, we also make a black interior vertex b i . The edges of N are as follows: (1) if v is a vertex of an edge e in Γ, then b v and w e are joined, and the weight of this edge is equal to the weight w(e) of e in Γ, (2) if e borders F , then w e is joined to b F by an edge with weight 1, (3) the vertex b i is joined (by an edge with weight 1) to the boundary vertex 2i − 1 in N, and b i is also joined (by an edge with weight 1) to w e for any edge e incident toī in Γ, and (4) even boundary vertices 2i in N are joined (by an edge with weight 1) to the face vertex w F of the face F that they lie in.
The construction is extended to cactus networks as follows: if boundary vertices a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a r are glued together in Γ, then in N(Γ) the vertices b a 1 , b a 2 , . . . , b ar are identified.
Example 5.1. Consider the Y electrical network from Example 4.5. Using the computations in Example 4.5 and directly counting almost perfect matchings, we can compute that for N(Γ), we have In the following, we will often identify [2n] with {1,1,2,2, . . . ,n,ñ}. This is the identification we will use when we compare subsets of [2n] with the vertices of partitions σ and dual partitionsσ. Call a n − 1-element subset I ⊂ [2n] concordant with a non-crossing partition σ if each part of σ, and each part of the dual partitionσ, contains exactly one element not in I. In this situation we also say that σ is concordant with I.
, let E(I) ⊂ N C n denote the set of non-crossing partitions concordant with I. For σ ∈ N C n , let M(σ) ⊂ Remark 5.4. It is not true that for each τ , there exists some I such that τ is the only noncrossing matching concordant with I. For example, take n = 6, and τ the non-crossing matching {(1, 2), (3, 12), (4, 5), (6, 9), (7, 8), (10, 11)}. Then for each I concordant with τ , we have that I is concordant with at least two non-crossing matchings.
n−1 ) be the Plücker projective space in which Gr(n − 1, 2n) is embedded. Define a matrix A = (a Iσ ) with columns labeled by non-crossing partitions and rows labeled by (n − 1)-element subsets of [2n] by a Iσ = 1 if σ is concordant with I 0 otherwise.
n−1 ) be the column space of the matrix A (that is, the image of the corresponding linear transformation). Let H be the image of H ′ in P (
n−1 ) . Define X = X n := Gr(n − 1, 2n) ∩ H ⊂ Gr(n − 1, 2n) to be the intersection of the Grassmannian with the linear subspace H.
Let f ∈ Bound(n − 1, 2n). If X ∩Π f is non-empty, we shall call X f := X ∩ Π f an electroid variety, andX f := X ∩Π f the open electroid variety.
Theorem 5.5. The intersection X ∩Π f is non-empty exactly when f ∈ Elec(n). We have
Remark 5.6. The definitions and Theorem 5.5 also make sense and hold over C.
Let X ≥0 = X ∩ Gr(n − 1, 2n) ≥0 , and let (X f ) ≥0 =X f ∩ Gr(n − 1, 2n) ≥0 .
Theorem 5.7. The construction Γ → N(Γ) gives an injection ι : E n → Gr(n − 1, 2n) that induces a bijection E n ≃ X ≥0 . Thus every point in X ≥0 is realizable by an electrical network. Furthermore, ι(E τ ) = (X fτ ) ≥0 , and we have
where the closures are taken in the Hausdorff topologies on X ≥0 and E n respectively.
So we shall also call X ≥0 the compactified space of electrical networks, or the space of cactus networks. The proofs of Theorems 5.5 and 5.7 will be given later in this section.
5.3. From groves to matchings. Let Γ be an electrical network and N(Γ) the corresponding bipartite graph. Suppose F ⊂ Γ is a grove in Γ. LetΓ be the planar dual of Γ, with vertices given by the faces of Γ, and edges for adjacent faces. AlsoΓ has boundary vertices [ñ] arranged in the same way the vertices ofσ are. The spanning forest F induces a dual spanning forestF inΓ, determined by the condition: an edge e ∈ Γ is present in F if and only if the unique dual edgeẽ ∈Γ intersecting e is absent inF .
Let σ be the boundary partition for F andσ the boundary partition ofF . (Note that σ depends only on σ.) As usual we may think ofσ as a boundary partition on the even boundary vertices {2, 4, . . . , 2n} of N(Γ). That is, the boundary vertexī of σ is identified with vertex (2i − 1) of N(Γ), and the boundary vertexī ′ ofσ is identified with vertex 2i of N(Γ).
A rooting ξ of (σ,σ) is a choice of a boundary vertex, called the root, for each component of σ, and each component ofσ. Given (F,F ) and a rooting ξ of (σ(F ),σ(F )), we define an almost perfect matching Π = Π(F, ξ) in N(Γ). This is a variant of a construction in work of Kenyon, Propp and Wilson [KPW] . Orient each component of F and ofF towards the root vertex. We match each interior white vertex w e in F or F with the black vertex which is at the source of e for this orientation. Any remaining unmatched interior vertex is matched with the marked boundary vertex.
Lemma 5.8. Let Π = Π(F, ξ). Then the boundary partition I(Π) is equal to the set of vertices in N that are not roots. Furthermore, |I(Π)| = n − 1.
Proof. Recall that by convention each boundary vertex is joined to a black interior vertex, so that the boundary vertices should be considered to be white. The boundary vertices that are used in the matching Π(F, ξ) are exactly the boundary vertices that are roots.
Since each boundary vertex is white, by definition I(Π) consists of the boundary vertices that are not roots. The statement |I(Π)| = n − 1 follows from Lemma 2.2.
Γ in thick lines andΓ in dashed lines
F and a dual forestF with roots chosen
The planar bipartite graph N(Γ) The almost perfect matching Π(F, ξ)
Theorem 5.9. We have a bijection between matchings in N(Π) with boundary partition I and groves F in Γ with boundary partition σ concordant with I. Therefore M(N(Π)) ∈ Gr(n − 1, 2n) ≥0 and for I ∈
[2n] n−1
In other words, M(N(Γ)) ∈ X ≥0 .
Proof. We describe the map inverse to (F, ξ) → Π(F, ξ). Fix I ∈
[2n] n−1 and let Π be a matching with boundary partition I. We construct F ⊂ Γ andF ⊂Γ as follows: if the interior vertex w e is matched to a black vertex corresponding to a vertex of Γ, then we set e ∈ F , otherwise we set e ′ ∈F , where e ′ ∈Γ is the edge dual to e. Note that all interior white vertices in N(Γ) are matched with interior black vertices. The remaining edges of the matching Π involve boundary vertices, and that determines a the roots ξ (which is the same information as the subset I). It only remains to argue that F andF defined in this way are trees. If not, then let us suppose F has a cycle, and let R be the region inside this cycle. It follows by an induction on the total number of edges and vertices inside R that N(Γ) has an odd number of vertices strictly inside R. It is not possible for these vertices to be perfectly matched with each other, and hence this situation can never arise starting from an almost perfect matching Π.
This gives a bijection
The stated identity follows by taking weight generating functions. The claim of Corollary 5.10 could also be checked case-by-case (see Goncharov and Kenyon [GK] for a discussion of this check in the absence of boundary vertices).
Electrical generators acting on the Grassmannian. The operation Γ → N(Γ)
is also compatible with the operations of adding boundary spikes and boundary edges. Note that x i (a)y i−1 (a) = y i−1 (a)x i (a) as matrices. 
Proof. Checked directly using the definition of N(Γ).
This suggests the following simple representation of the electrical braid relations studied in [LP] (see Theorem 2.8). This result was obtained jointly with Alex Postnikov.
Remark 5.13. In [LP] it is established that the relations of Proposition 5.12 essentially generate the symplectic group. This is however not clear from our current perspective.
Proposition 5.14. X n is closed under the actions {u i (a)} for i ∈ [2n].
Proof. Let X ∈ X n and let
where the summation is over non-crossing partitions κ obtained from σ by merging k with any of the parts of σ. If k is not isolated in σ, then define
One way to see this is by directly using the combinatorial interpretation of a Iσ . Another way to see this is to note that the above formulae for L ′ are what we would get if X is of the form M(N(Γ)) for some electrical network, and
5.5. Electrical strata to positroid strata. The following proposition proves part of Theorem 5.7.
Proposition 5.15. Suppose that Γ is an electrical network on [n], and that L(Γ) ∈ E τ . Then M(N(Γ)) ∈Π fτ .
Proof. Suppose Γ is not critical. Then it is electrically equivalent to a critical graph Γ ′ and by Theorem 5.9, we have M(N(Γ)) = M(N(Γ ′ )). Thus we may, and will suppose that Γ is critical.
So it is enough to prove the claim for critical electrical networks Γ, and we may pick the electrically equivalent representative that we like. We shall proceed by induction on n, followed by induction on the number of edges in Γ. The base case n = 1 is trivial. Now suppose Γ has no edges. Then it is hollow a cactus with some boundary points identified. In this case, the claim can be checked directly. For example, take n = 5 and the hollow cactus Γ with boundary points2,3,5 identified. Then we have N(Γ) and τ (Γ) as illustrated. The medial pairing τ (Γ)
The reader is encouraged to verify that the bounded affine permutation f N (Γ) = f M (N ) is equal to f τ (Γ) . For example, the trip T 9 turns right at the black vertex and ends at 5, so f N (Γ) (9) = 15. (Alternatively, one can compute M(N) using matchings, and then use (3.1).) Suppose Γ has an isolated boundary vertexk. Then τ (2k − 1) = 2k while f τ (2k − 1) = 2k − 1 and f τ (2k) = 2k + 2n − 2. Let Γ ′ be the critical electrical network on 1, . . . , k − 1, k + 1, . . . ,n obtained from Γ by removingk. By induction, the claim is true for Γ ′ . It is straightforward to check that the claim also holds for Γ. In a similar manner, one deals with the case that boundary verticesk and k + 1 are glued in Γ.
Otherwise, it is easy to see by considering medial graphs that some critical representative of the electrical equivalence class of Γ will have a boundary spike at some boundary vertexk, or a boundary edge betweenk and k + 1. Let us assume we are in the boundary spike case, the other case being similar. Let τ be the medial pairing of Γ and τ ′ be the medial pairing of the electrical network Γ ′ where this boundary spike is removed. Adding a boundary spike atk introduces a crossing between the strands T 2k−1 and T 2k of τ , so f τ = s i−1 f τ ′ s i , where i = 2k − 1.
According to Proposition 5.11, adding a boundary spike to Γ ′ corresponds to adding two bridges to N(Γ ′ ): one which is white at i and black at i + 1, and another one which is black at i − 1 and white at i. By (3.1) and Lemma 3.12 (see also the argument in Proposition 3.10) we see that
Using this we obtain another characterization of M(σ).
is the positroid of f τ (σ) . Equivalently,
where I(σ) = (I 1 , . . . , I 2n ) is the Catalan necklace of σ. In particular, I a (σ) is concordant with σ for any σ.
Proof. The point p σ ∈ E n has one non-vanishing grove coordinate L σ . By Proposition 5.15, ι(p σ ) ∈Π f τ (σ) . The claim then follows from Theorem 5.9 and Theorem 3.9.
5.6. Injectivity. Recall from Section 4.7 that there is an a-shifted dominance ordering (and a a-shifted lexicographic order) on non-crossing partitions obtained via the bijection σ → I a (σ). The following proposition establishes the first part of Theorem 5.7.
Proposition 5.17. The map Γ → N(Γ) induces an injection ι : E n → Gr(n − 1, 2n) ≥0 .
Proof. The map is given in coordinates by ∆ I = σ L σ , where the sum is over σ concordant with I. Let us restrict our attention to Catalan subsets I, that is I = I 1 (σ) for some σ ∈ N C n . Recall that the map σ → I 1 (σ) is injective, and by Proposition 5.16 σ is concordant with I 1 (σ). But σ ′ can be concordant with I 1 (σ) only if I 1 (σ ′ ) ≤ I 1 (σ) in dominance order. It follows that when this transition formula is restricted to Catalan subsets, we obtain an invertible triangular system. 5.7. Fixed point reductions. Let X ∈ X n , and suppose X ∈Π f , where f = f τ ∈ Elec(f ) is an electrical affine permutation.
Lemma 5.18. Suppose f (i) = i for some i. Then ∆ I (X) = 0 if i ∈ I or if I ∩ {i − 1, i + 1} = ∅. Furthermore, we have ∆ I = ∆ I−{i−1}∪{i+1} whenever i − 1 ∈ I but i + 1 / ∈ I.
Proof. The first claim only uses that X ∈Π f . By (3.1) the column v i of (a (n − 1) × 2n matrix representative) of X is the 0-column. Thus ∆ I (X) = 0 if i ∈ I. Similarly, v i+1 is not in the span of v i+2 , . . . , v i−2 , so ∆ I (X) = 0 if if I ∩ {i − 1, i + 1} = ∅.
The final claim requires that X ∈ H. For simplicity, assume that i = 2k − 1 is odd. We note that σ is concordant with some I satisfying i ∈ I if and only ifk is not isolated in σ. Furthermore σ → I i (σ) is a bijection between {σ |k is not isolated } and i-shifted Catalan subsets I satisfying i ∈ I. Since ∆ I (X) = 0 if i ∈ I we deduce in the same way as Proposition 5.17 that L σ (X) = 0 wheneverk is not isolated in σ.
Let σ be a non-crossing partition wherek is isolated. Then (k − 1) andk must belong to the same part ofσ. Suppose i − 1 ∈ I and i, i + 1 / ∈ I. Then σ and I are concordant if and only if σ and I − {i − 1} ∪ {i + 1} are concordant. This proves the claim.
Proposition 5.19. Suppose X ∈Π f ∩ X n , where f (i) = i and f (i + 1) = i + 2n − 1. Then as J varies over (n − 2)-element subsets of {1, 2, . . . , i − 1, i + 2, . . . , 2n}, the collection of Plücker coordinates
Proof. Since f (i + 1) = i + 2n − 1, we have ∆ J (Y ) = 0 for some J. Since ∆ I (X) satisfy the Plücker relations, it is clear that ∆ J (Y ) satisfy the Plücker relations as well, so Y ∈ Gr(n−2, 2n−2). To see that Y ∈ X n−1 , let us assume for simplicity that
Finally, Lemma 5.18 shows that all ∆ I (X) can be recovered ∆ J∪{i+1} (X) for J varying over (n − 2)-element subsets of {1, 2, . . . , i − 1, i + 2, . . . , 2n}.
Ascent reduction.
Lemma 5.20. Suppose f ∈ Elec(n). Then
Proof. Set I = I i+1 (f ) and J = J i (f ). Suppose a ∈ I and f (b) = a where b < i + 1 ≤ a. Then f (a + 1) = b + 2n − 1 < i + 2n, so a + 1 mod n / ∈ J. Thus {a + 1 mod n | a ∈ I} ∩ J = ∅. Also i − 1, i / ∈ I because f (a) < a + 2n − 1 for all a ∈ Z. Similarly {i, i + 1} / ∈ J. So the stated union is disjoint, and counting shows that we the union is [2n].
Lemma 5.21. Let f ∈ Elec(n) be an electrical affine permutation. Suppose there exists i such that i < f (i) < f (i + 1).
Proof. Since f ∈ Elec(n), we have f (i + 1) ≤ i + 2n − 1. If f (i + 1) = i + 2n − 1 we would get f (i) = i, contradicting the asusmption.
Set I = I i+1 (f ) and J = J i (f ). We have i + 1 ∈ I since f (i + 1) > i + 1. We repeatedly use the definition (Section 4.6) of electrical affine permutation in the following. Suppose f (i − 1) = i − 1. Then f (i) = i + 2n − 2. This is impossible since f (i) < f (i + 1) and f (i + 1) < i + 2n − 1. So f (i − 1) > i − 1. This gives (i − 1) ∈ J.
Define I ′ = I − {i + 1} ∪ {i} and J ′ = J − {i − 1} ∪ {i}. Recall that M(σ) denotes the collection of subsets concordant with σ, and I(σ) is the Grassmann necklace associated with σ. Also recall that E(I) is the set of non-crossing partitions concordant with I. If f = f τ ∈ Elec(n), we write E(f ) := E(τ ) to be the electroid of E τ .
Lemma 5.22. In the above situation, we have
and
On the other hand, E(I)∩E(f ) is non-empty because any X ∈ X ∩Π f satisfies ∆ I (X) = 0, so L σ = 0 for some σ ∈ E(I) ∩ E(f ) = 0. Similarly |E(J) ∩ E(f )| = 1. Let σ be given by I i+1 (σ) = I. We claim that σ ∈ E(I) ∩ E(f ) (and a similar statement holds for J). We show that σ given by I i+1 (σ) = I also satisfies J i (σ) = J. Let τ be the non-crossing matching corresponding to σ, thought of as a sequence of U-s and D-s forming a Dyck path, where i + 1 ∈ [2n] is taken to be the start (and always a U). Then τ has U-s at positions
Let τ ′ be the non-crossing matching such that
Again think of τ ′ as a sequence of U-s and D-s starting at i + 1. Then τ ′ has D-s in the positions specified by J ∪ {i}. By Lemma 5.20, τ = τ ′ . So we have shown that E(I) ∩ E(f ) = E(J) ∩ E(f ). We now claim that the assumption i < f (i) < f (i + 1) ≤ i + 2n implies that τ has the property that i is always joined to i + 1. To see this suppose f = f η . Then the U, D-sequence of τ is obtained from η as follows: starting from i + 1 and going clockwise, we write a U whenever we encounter an endpoint of a strand in η the first time, and a D whenever we encounter the endpoint the second time. The inequalities imply that the strands T i and T i+1 in η starting at i and i + 1 intersect, from which the claim follows. Now suppose κ ∈ E(I ′ ) ∩ E(f ). For simplicity, we assume for the rest of the proof that i = 2k is even, with the odd case being analogous. The assumptions imply that in the electrical cell corresponding to f , we can find a critical electrical network Γ with an edge e joiningk to k + 1. Since i + 1, i − 1 / ∈ I ′ , but i ∈ I ′ we deduce thatk and k + 1 do not belong to the same part of κ. Let κ ′ be obtained by gluing the parts of κ containinḡ k and k + 1. We claim that κ ′ = σ. Any grove in Γ with boundary partition κ does not use the edge e, and adding the edge e gives a grove with boundary partition κ ′ . It follows that κ ′ ∈ E(f ). Furthermore, κ ′ ∈ E(I): the new part in κ ′ containingk and k + 1, when considered as a subset of [2n], intersects [2n] \ I in exactly i−1, while in the dual partitioñ κ ′ the part containingk, considered as a subset of [2n], intersects [2n] \ I in exactly i. Thus σ is obtained from κ by gluing the parts containingk and k + 1. But σ ∈ E(J), and it is clear from this description of κ that κ ∈ E(J ′ ) as well. The other inclusion is proved in an identical manner, so we deduce that
is obtained from τ above by replacing edges (i, i + 1), (a < b) of τ by edges (i, b), (i + 1, a)).
Proposition 5.23. Suppose f ∈ Elec(n) and i < f (i) < f (i + 1).
Then for X ∈ X ∩Π f we have
is well defined then
Furthermore, if X ∈ X ≥0 , then a is always well-defined, and X ′ ∈ X ≥0 as well.
Proof. Let j = f (i) and j ′ = f (i + 1). Then i < i + 1 < j + 1 < j ′ + 1 < i + 2n by Lemma 5.21. We have f (j + 1) = i + 2n − 1 and f (j ′ + 1) = i + 2n. So s i−1 f = f t j+1,j ′ +1 > f . And since t j+1,j ′ +1 and s i commute, it is easy to see that f > s i−1 f s i as well.
The well-definedness of I ′ and J ′ follow from Lemma 5.21. The equalities ∆ I (X) = ∆ J (X) and ∆ I ′ (X) = ∆ J ′ (X) follow from Lemma 5.22 and the definition of X . Since u i (−a) = x i (−a)y i (−a), the statement X ′ ∈ X ∩Π f ′ follows from (two applications of) Proposition 3.10 and Proposition 5.14. Note that by Lemma 5.20, i + 1 / ∈ J and i + 1
Finally, the last statement just from Proposition 3.10.
5.9. Proof of Theorem 5.5. Suppose X ∈ X ∩Π f . We shall show that f = f τ for some τ . We proceed by induction on the length of f . If ℓ(f ) = 0, thenΠ f is the top positroid cell, and we know that f = f τtop . Now suppose ℓ(f ) > 0. Then there is some i such that
Let X ′ = u i (a) · X for a generic value of a. It follows from (3.1) that X ′ ∈Π f ′ . By Proposition 5.14, we have X ′ ∈ X ∩Π f ′ . By the inductive hypothesis
, where the subsets I, J, I ′ , J ′ are as in Proposition 5.23 but for f ′ . But then (essentially by our construction of X ′ ) we must have a =
. We conclude that X lies inΠ s i−1 f ′ s i where
Thus we have a decomposition
5.10. Closure partial order. The following establishes part of the closure partial order claim of Theorem 5.7.
Proposition 5.24. We have
Proof. Suppose τ ′ ≤ τ . Uncrossing a crossing in a medial graph G corresponds to either contracting (that is, gluing the endpoints of) an edge e, or deleting that edge. This corresponds respectively to taking the edge weight w(e) to ∞, or to 0. It follows easily that from the definition of P n that if τ ′ ≤ τ then E τ ′ ⊂ E τ . Now for the converse suppose that L ∈ E τ . Since ι is injective (Proposition 5.17) and continuous, we have ι(L) ∈ ι(E τ ). By Proposition 5.15, we have ι(E τ ) ⊂X fτ , and ι(L) ∈X f τ ′ for some τ ′ . By Theorem 3.9 we have f τ ′ ≥ f τ . By Corollary 4.17, we have
Recall that P n is defined using uncrossings of lensless medial graphs that result in a lensless medial graph. As a consequence of Proposition 5.24, we can show that more general uncrossings of medial graphs also lead to relations in P n . This result was obtained by Alman, Lian, and Tran [ALT] .
Corollary 5.25. Let G be a lensless medial graph. Let G ′ be obtained from G by uncrossing any number of crossings in G in an arbitrary manner, and then removing lenses using loop removals and lens removals. Then
Proof. Uncrossing crossings in G corresponds to sending conductances of edges in Γ to 0 or to ∞. Removing loops and lenses corresponds to using series/parallel reductions, loop removals, and pendant removals. Using Proposition 4.9 we see that
Once we prove that ι(E τ ) = (X fτ ) ≥0 , we shall immediately obtain thatX fτ = τ ′ ≤τX f τ ′ as well.
5.11. Proof of realizability part of Theorem 5.7. Suppose X ∈ X ≥0 . Suppose that X ∈Π f , where f = f τ . We need to show that X is realizable by a cactus network. We proceed by induction first on n, and then on the codimension ofΠ f .
First suppose that f has a fixed point f (i) = i. Again for simplicity we assume i = 2k − 1 is odd. Consider the point Y ∈ (X n−1 ) ≥0 from Proposition 5.19. By the inductive hypothesis, Y is represented by a cactus network Γ ′ on1, . . . , k − 1, k + 1, . . . ,n. Define Γ to be the cactus network obtained from Γ ′ by adding a isolated new vertex labeled k (between k − 1 and k + 1) to Γ ′ . Note that if k − 1 and k + 1 are glued together in Γ ′ , then to obtain Γ we have to make a new cactus disk and placek on the boundary of that disk away from k − 1 and k + 1. It is straightforward to check that Γ represents X. Now suppose that f has no fixed points. Then we must be able to find i such that i < f (i) < f (i + 1). By Proposition 5.23, we have a point X ′ = u i (−a) · X which lies inX s i−1 f s i ∩ Gr(n − 1, 2n) ≥0 , where s i−1 f s i ∈ P n is greater than f . By the inductive hypothesis, X ′ is representable by a cactus network Γ ′ . By Proposition 5.11, Γ = v i (a) · Γ ′ represents X. This completes the proof of the realizability statement in Theorem 5.7.
5.12. Electroids and partition necklaces. By Proposition 4.4, the electroid of a critical cactus network Γ depends only on the medial pairing τ (Γ). Recall that E(τ ) denotes the electroid of any cactus network Γ ∈ E τ .
Theorem 5.26. Let η ∈ P n . Then
Proof. Let Γ be a cactus network representing L ∈ E η . Suppose L σ (Γ) = 0. Let F be a grove in Γ with boundary partition σ. Removing the edges in in Γ \ F , and contracting the edges in F we obtain a cactus network Γ ′ with no edges. It is clear that
Conversely, suppose τ (σ) ≤ η. Then by definition of the partial order P n there is a way to contract and delete edges in Γ to get a cactus network Γ ′ such that L(Γ ′ ) ∈ E τ (σ) = p σ . We can always find a grove F with boundary partition σ among the contracted edges, and it follows that σ ∈ E(L).
For example, if η ∈ P n is minimal, and τ (σ) = η, then E η = p σ and the theorem says E(p σ ) = σ.
We now define an analogue of Grassmann necklaces where subsets are replaced by noncrossing partitions. Let σ ∈ N C n with parts σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ r . Let σ i and σ j be two parts. We say that a third part σ k separates σ i from σ j if any straight line in the disk from the convex hull of σ i to the convex hull of σ j intersects the convex hull of σ k . This condition can also be formulated as follows: let ( 
In a similar manner, we define what it means for σ k to separate σ i andσ j , whereσ j is a part of the dual non-crossing partitionσ. We also use the notations (σ i ,σ j ) and (σ j ,σ i ) for the corresponding circular arcs.
Denote the possibly empty set of parts of σ that separate σ i from σ j (resp.σ j ) by Sep σ (σ i , σ j ) (resp. Sep σ (σ i ,σ j )). Note that Sep σ (σ i , σ j ) (resp. Sep σ (σ i ,σ j )) is linearly ordered: there is a part that is closest to σ i , and one that is second closest, and so on. Note that we will still consider Sep σ (σ i ,σ j ) as a collection of parts of σ (there are analogous separating sets Sepσ(σ j , σ i )).
A pair (ā,b) is a legal transition of σ if either
(1)ā,b belong to the same part σ i , andb = max ≤ā σ i ,or (2)ā ∈ σ i andb ∈ σ j belong to different parts of σ and we have: (a) |σ i | > 1 and σ j is contained in the circular interval (ā, max ≤ā σ i ) (b)b = max ≤ā σ j .
If (ā,b) is legal, we define a new non-crossing partition tāb(σ) := σ ′ =∈ N C n , as follows. If a andb belong to the same part, then σ ′ = σ. Otherwise, let σ k 1 , σ k 2 , . . . , σ kc ∈ Sep σ (σ i , σ j ) be listed in order, with σ k 1 closest to σ i . For each ℓ, let
so that σ k ℓ = A ℓ ⊔ B ℓ and both A ℓ and B ℓ are non-empty. Also let
. . , σ kc , σ j by the parts
Similarly, define a pair (ā,b) to be a legal transition of σ if the partσ j ⊂ [ñ] containing b satisfies:
(1)σ j is contained in the circular interval (ā, max ≤ā σ i ) (2)b = max ≤āσj .
For a legal transition (ā,b), we define tāb(σ) := σ ′ =∈ N C n , as follows. Let σ k 1 , σ k 2 , . . . , σ kc ∈ Sep σ (σ i ,σ j ) be listed in order, with σ k 1 closest to σ i . For each ℓ, let
. . , σ kc by the parts
Informally, tāb(σ) (and similarly and tāb(σ)) is obtained by drawing a line fromā tob, cutting up the parts Sep σ using this line, and then reattaching the parts by a shift.
Lemma 5.27.
(1) For a legal transition (ā,b) ,the set partition σ ′ = tāb(σ) is non-crossing satisfying
Proof. We prove (1); the other claim is similar. The claim concerning the number of parts follows immediately from the definitions. Ifā andb belong to the same part all the claims is trivial, so we assume otherwise. The sets A 0 , A 1 , . . . , A c , σ j , B c , B c−1 , . . . , B 1 , B 0 are in circular order. It follows from this that σ ′ is non-crossing. For the second statement, we use (4.3). Set I ′ = I − {2a − 1} ∪ {2b − 1}. We have that For s ∈ [2n], we will define a relation σ → s σ ′ called an s-swap, as follows. First suppose s = 2a − 1 is odd.
(1) Ifā is a singleton in σ, then we must have σ ′ = σ. (2) If not, then we must have σ ′ = tāb(σ) or σ ′ = tāb(σ), where (ā,b) or (ā,b) is a legal transition. Otherwise, s = 2a is even. We then ask for the same condition betweenσ andσ ′ , withã replacingā (and using Sepσ in the definitions instead).
A partition necklace on [n] is a sequence Σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ 2n ) of non-crossing partitions on [n] such that each σ s → s σ s+1 is a s-swap for each s.
Lert I = (I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I 2n ) be a Catalan necklace. Then we may define a necklace Σ(I) = (σ (1) , σ (2) , . . . , σ (2n) ) of non-crossing partitions by the condition that σ s satisfies I s (σ (s) ) = I s .
Proposition 5.29. The map I −→ Σ(I) is a bijection between Catalan necklaces and partition necklaces.
Proof. The inverse map is given by sending Σ = (σ 1 , . . . , σ 2n ) to I(Σ) = (I 1 (σ (1) ), I 2 (σ (2) ), . . . , I 2n (σ (2n) )). By Lemma 5.27, I(Σ) is a Catalan necklace if Σ is a partition necklace.
It suffices to show that if I = (I 1 , . . . , I 2n ) is a Catalan necklace then Σ(I) = (σ (1) , . . . , σ (2n) ) is a partition necklace. Let us consider the s-th subset I s , and set σ = σ (s) and σ ′ = σ (s+1) . If s / ∈ I s , then I s+1 = I s and in this case we have σ = σ ′ , and σ → s σ ′ . Otherwise, let us assume for simplicity that s = 2a − 1 is odd.
Suppose first that I s+1 = I s − {s} ∪ {s ′ } where s ′ = 2a ′ − 1. Obviouslyā ′ / ∈ I s so by (4.3) we have thatā ′ is maximal (with respect to ≤ā) in its part of σ. Ifā ′ andā are in the same part, then σ ′ = σ, and σ → s σ ′ is indeed a s-swap. Ifā ′ ∈ σ j whileā ∈ σ i are in different parts, and σ j is contained in the circular interval (ā, max ≤ā σ i ), then (ā,ā ′ ) is a legal transition, so again σ → s σ ′ . Letb = max ≤ā σ i . Finally, we show that it is impossible forā ′ to be contained in the circular interval (b,ā). We claim that if this is the case that Next, suppose that I s+1 = I s − {s} ∪ {s ′ } where s ′ = 2a ′ . Thenã ′ belongs to a part σ j ofσ. By (4.3) we have thatã ′ is maximal (with respect to ≤ā) in its part ofσ. The same argument as above shows thatσ j ⊂ (ā,b) whereb = max ≤ā σ i . So (ā,ã ′ ) is a legal transition, and the claims follow.
The partition necklace Σ(τ ) = (σ (1) , σ (2) , . . . , σ (2n) ) of τ ∈ P n is defined as follows. For each a, σ (s) is chosen so that I s (σ s (τ )) is the a-shifted lexicographically minimal subset in {I s (σ) | σ ∈ E(τ )). By definition, σ s (τ ) ∈ E(τ ) for each τ . The following characterization of electroids is analogous to a theorem of Oh [Oh] .
Theorem 5.30. For each s, we have I s (σ s (τ )) = I s (τ ). Thus Σ(τ ) = Σ(I(τ )). The electroid of τ is given by E(τ ) = {σ | σ ≥ s σ s (τ ) for all s} where ≥ s is the s-shifted dominance order on N C n from Section 5.6. Proof. Fix s. It is enough to show that if I s (σ) = I s (τ ) then σ ∈ E(τ ). By Theorem 5.26 and Corollary 4.17, it is enough to show that I t (τ ) ≤ t I t (σ) for all t ∈ [2n].
For a circular arc [t, r] , let τ [t, r] be the number of strands of τ with both endpoints on the arc. Let τ ′ = τ (σ). Then the stated inequalities are equivalent to: τ [t, r] ≤ τ ′ [t, r] for every circular arc [t, r] . Note that by considering the complement circular interval, we can assume that [t, r] does not contain s.
We think of τ ′ as a sequence of U-s and D-s (with the sequence starting at s). Then τ ′ [t, r] is a consecutive subsequence of this, which we call S. By matching U-s and D-s like parentheses, we can count the number of matched pairs in any sequence of U-s and D-s (not necessarily a sequence corresponding to a Dyck path). Each strand in τ with both endpoints in [t, r] is a pair consisting of a U followed (not immediately) by a D in S. So the claim follows from the following statement: if we add extra letters to a sequence of U-s and D-s, the number of matched pairs cannot decrease. This is easy to see directly.
Let Σ = (σ (1) , . . . , σ (2n) ) and Θ = (θ (1) , . . . , θ (2n) ) be two partition necklaces. Then we define Σ ≤ Θ if σ (s) ≤ s θ (s) for each s ∈ [2n].
Corollary 5.31. Let τ, τ ′ ∈ P n . The following are equivalent:
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (3) follows from Corollary 4.17 and the first statement of Theorem 5.30. The equivalence of (2) and (3) follows from the second statement of Theorem 5.30.
Not all partition necklaces are of the form Σ(τ ). The partition necklaces that arise in this manner are matched:
(1) ifā is a singleton in σā then σ (a+1) = tã a−1 σ (ã) , and is given by the transition (a ′ + 1, a − 1), and (4) similar conditions with σ (ā) replaced by σ (ã) .
Example 5.32. Let τ be the matching {(1, 4), (2, 6), (3, 7), (5, 8)}. Then f τ = [3, 5, 6, 8, 7, 9, 10, 12] , and I(τ ) = (124, 234, 435, 456, 568, 678, 781, 812) and σ(τ ) = ((14|2|3), (24|1|3), (12|34), (13|2|4), (23|1|4), (24|1|3), (12|34), (13|2|4)) .
We can check that each consecutive pair is given by a s-swap. For example (12|34) →2 (13|2|4) is given by the legal transition (2,3). In this case the separating set consists of only (34).
5.13. Quadratic relations for grove measurements. The well known Plücker relations [Ful] for the Grassmannian gives rise to certain quadratic relations for the grove measurements L σ .
Proposition 5.33. Suppose L(Γ) ∈ P N C n is the grove measurement point of a cactus network Γ. Then for each 1 ≤ k < n − 1 and each I = {i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i n−1 }, J = {j 1 < j 2 < · · · < j n−1 }, we have
where:
(1) the summation is over I ′ , J ′ obtained from swapping the first k indices in J with with any k indices in I, keeping the order in both; (2) a(I ′ , J ′ ) is the total number of swaps needed to put both subsets I ′ and J ′ in order.
Note that E(I) is taken to be empty set if I has repeated elements.
Proposition 5.34. Let p ∈ P N C n be an arbitrary point. Then L ∈ E n if and only if
(1) L σ (p) ≥ 0 for each σ ∈ N C n , and (2) L σ (p) satisfies the relations of Proposition 5.33 (only the relations with k = 1 is sufficient).
Proof. The "only if" direction is clear. Suppose p ∈ P N C n satisfies both conditions. Use the relations in Theorem 5.9 to produce a point X p ∈ P ( 2n n−1 ) −1 in Plücker projective space. A point in Plücker space lies in the Grassmannian if and only if the Plücker relations are satisfied with one index swapped (that is k = 1 in Proposition 5.33). Thus Condition (2) gives X p ∈ X . Condition (1) gives X p ∈ X ≥0 . But by the argument in Proposition 5.17, ∆ I (X p ) determine L σ (p), and by the realizability statement in Theorem 5.7 we must have p ∈ E n .
